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Background | Sound propagation

Player

Gunshot

The player must hear the gunshot with his headset.
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Background | Geometric acoustics vs Numerical acoustics

1. Numerical acoustics – Consider all of physical approaches

Interference

Superposition

Spherical wave

It’s quit accurate. But, It needs too much computational time

Sound Source
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Background | Geometric acoustics vs Numerical acoustics

2. Geometric acoustics – Consider a propagation of a sound into rays

It’s approximated technic. It has high speed computational time
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Related Work | The room acoustic rendering equation

- Ray tracing in the rendering field

- They changed the light to the sound, and the sound would be 
considered as the ray
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Related Work | The room acoustic rendering equation

The sound source

The person

- They wanted to know what the person heard because of the 
sound propagation.
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Related Work | The room acoustic rendering equation

- BRDF (Bidirectional reflectance distribution function)
 This is the function of the reflection to choose the outgoing radiance 
depends on the probabilistic distribution.

- It needs a lot of samples of rays, we can think of the rays 
as the photons.
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Related Work | The room acoustic rendering equation

- Acoustic rendering equation

• Outgoing radiance: 

• Reflection Kernel: 
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Related Work | The room acoustic rendering equation

- Propagation operator

• Absorption coefficient 𝛼𝛼 is associated with temperature, 
humidity, and frequency. 

Sound source Propagated into the air

𝑟𝑟
Initial energy: 𝐼𝐼(0)

• Propagation operation: 

 It explains how many sound energy is absorbed in the air

→ 𝐼𝐼 𝑡𝑡 = 𝐼𝐼 0 exp −𝛼𝛼𝑟𝑟

𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡)
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Motivation | Sound Source Localization

- The disadvantage of the geometric acoustics: 
Not realistic when the number of samples is small

 To overcome this disadvantage we have to extract more samples

We can also find the similar situation in the rendering field.
(Monte-Carlo Sampling based Ray tracing)
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Motivation | Sound Source Localization

- They tried to overcome the trade-off relationship

1sec 30sec 3min 10mine.g. :

Too bad Bad Not good Good

 Time

 Realistic
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Motivation | Sound Source Localization

- They suggested two directions.
1) Radiosity(Diffuse)  To improve the realistic & reduce the time

2) High order Diffraction 
 To reduce the computation time with simplification

Incident sound
𝜃𝜃

𝜆𝜆
Outgoing sound
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Approach | Radiosity (Diffuse reflection)

• Diffuse emitter: Sound source
• Diffuse reflector: reflection

• Only consider Diffuse.

• Discretization of scene(mesh) into patches : approximation
 Each path has same 

radiance(sound intensity).

From Prof Yoon’s slides
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Approach | Radiosity (Diffuse reflection)

• Update step supports the light bounce

From Prof Yoon’s slides

We can see some boxes on the images because of Radiosity.
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Approach | Radiosity - subdivision

• The triangle subdivision with Barycentric coordinate

- 𝑙𝑙 ∶ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
- 𝑟𝑟, 𝑠𝑠 :𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖

The intersection point of the ray �⃗�𝑝
with Barycentric coordinates

The sound intensity at (1, 3) patch is the average of energies of 
intersected rays.

(1, 3)
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Approach | High-order diffraction

Incident sound
𝜃𝜃1

𝜃𝜃2
𝜃𝜃3

𝜆𝜆1
𝜆𝜆2
𝜆𝜆3

<The angle of the diffraction is larger when the wavelength is longer>

• Diffraction is caused at a edge or a vertex

𝜆𝜆1 < 𝜆𝜆2 < 𝜆𝜆3

• The number of vertexes ↑, The computation time ↑
 They wanted to reduce vertexes of visibility graph

• They used Visibility graph to choose the diffraction points
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Approach | Voxelization & Marching cube

- Reduce vertexes : Voxelization & Marching cube

Value of voxels =
The distance between the input mesh and the voxel

Visibility 
graph
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Approach | Voxelization & Marching cube

- Reduce vertexes : Voxelization & Marching cube

 They made approximated surfaces with Marching cube

Visibility 
graph
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Approach | Voxelization & Marching cube

• Marching cube : Reconstruct the surfaces with voxels

They could obtain approximated surfaces because It has only 
15 cases. (Very fast)
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Approach | Voxelization & Marching cube

- Reduce vertexes : Vexelization & Marching cube

 It is not acceptable in Large Environments
 The sound easily pass through vertexes without 

diffraction, because it has lower frequency than light

Visibility graph

It’s not enough. It has lots of vertexes
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Approach | Wavelength-based Simplification

- Simplification for Edge Diffraction

They inserted the mesh simplification part
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Approach | Wavelength-based Simplification

- How to simplify the visibility graph
The resolution of the simplification was chosen based on the 

spatial Nyquist distance

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 𝑝 =
𝑝𝑝

𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
,

(𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑝𝑝: 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠,𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚: 𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑁𝑁)

reflection
Pass by the object
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Result |
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Result |
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Why I chose this paper |
- Find the conversion region

Conversion region

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑1

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑2

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑3
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Q&A |

Thank you for your attention
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